
Cyclone Rebuild Services &
Ceramic Liner Sales

FlowQuip is an excellent
alternate source for custom
silicon carbide components
used in high performance

applications.

We carry the following
Silicon Carbides:

Nitride Bonded
Reaction Bonded
Direct Sintered

Flowquip Mining and
Industrial

PHONE 801-953-1748
www.flowquipm,i.com
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470 W Lawndale Dr. Suite E

Salt Lake City, Ut 84115

See inside panel for one of our customers

testimonial.

Providing our customers
with an Excellent and

Economical alternative
to Factory liners and

rebuilds. Our wear life is
better than or equal to

factory liners!

Some of Our completed
Cyclones

Our ceramics provide
excellent wear life.

www.flowquipmi.com

801-953-1748



A letter from
one of our
Copper Mine
customers.
During the past 18 months, the

utilization of the FlowQuip team to

install ceramic liners in our GMax

Cyclones was very successful. In

many cases, wear life was doubled.

Their epoxy method held the

ceramic components in place when

they would crack, which previously,

would have caused them to fail.

FlowQuip's custom designed

ceramic liners, which cover the two

lower portions of the cyclone,

helped to eliminate wear at the mid

junction point. This resulted in

extended performance at lower

overall cost.

Their support is greatly

appreciated. In many ways, their

product has actually eliminated the

demand for the product because

they are lasting so long, which is a

good thing for us. I look forward to

continually working with you as we

continue to look for ways to

improve our cyclone durability and

performance.

Respectfully,

George N Christensen III "Chris"

Original size liners available in
most sizes.

Our custom one piece Lower
Cone and Apex Liner has proven

to be very successful.

Flowquip uses an epoxy system

designed to hold the ceramics in place

even if a large object goes through the

cyclone and cracks the liners. (Opposed

to the factories using a silicone caulking,

which doesn't hold up.)

Whether you are looking for liners,

partial rebuilds or full rebuilds, we can

help!

Our rebuild shop will have your cyclone

rebuilt to factory specs, in a timely and

cost effective manner, and returned to

you looking like new! (See Picture)

We take pride in our work, and never

take short cuts. Give us a call and let us

help you save time and money with your

liners and cyclone rebuilds. 801-953-

1748. We look forward to hearing from

you.

FlowQuip is an excellent
alternate source for custom
silicon carbide components
used in high performance
applications.

We carry. Nitride bonded,
Reaction Bonded, and
Direct Sintered Silicon
Carbides.
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